Abstract. We present ABC, a software tool for automatically computing symbolic upper bounds on the number of iterations of nested program loops. The system combines static analysis of programs with symbolic summation techniques to derive loop invariant relations between program variables. Iteration bounds are obtained from the inferred invariants, by replacing variables with bounds on their greatest values. We have successfully applied ABC to a large number of examples. The derived symbolic bounds express non-trivial polynomial relations over loop variables. We also report on results to automatically infer symbolic expressions over harmonic numbers as upper bounds on loop iteration counts.
Introduction
Establishing tight upper bounds on the execution times of programs is both difficult and interesting, see e.g. [10, 5, 9, 8] . We present ABC, a new software tool for automatically computing tight symbolic upper bounds on the number of iterations of nested program loops. The derived bounds express polynomial relations over loop variables. ABC is fully automatic, combines static analysis of programs with symbolic summation techniques, and requires no user-guidance in providing additional set of predicates, templates and assertions. ABC is also able to derive symbolic expressions over harmonic numbers as upper bounds on loop iteration counts, which, to the best of our knowledge, is not yet possible by other works.
In our approach to bound computation, we have identified a special class of nested loop programs, called the ABC-loops (Section 3.1). Further, we have built a loop converter to transform, whenever possible, arbitrary loops into their equivalent ABC-loop format (Section 3.2). Informally, an ABC-loop is a nested for-loop such that each loop from the nested loop contains exactly one iteration variable with only one condition and one (non-initializing) update on the iteration variable. For such loops, our method derives precise bounds on the number of loop iterations.
In our work, we assume that each program statement is annotated with the time units it needs to be executed. For simplicity, we assume that an iteration of an unnested loop takes one unit time, and all other instructions of the unnested loop need zero time.
The key steps of our approach to bound computation are as follows (Section 3.3). (i) First, we instrument the innermost loop body of an ABC-loop with a new variable that increases at every iteration of the program. We denote this variable by z. Upper bounds on the value of z thus express upper bounds on the number of loop iterations.
(ii) Next, the value of z is computed as a polynomial function over the nested loop's iteration variables. We call the relation between z and the loop's iteration variables the z-relation. To this end, for each loop of the ABC-loop, recurrence equations of z and the loop iteration variables are first constructed. Closed forms of variables are then derived using our symbolic solver which integrates special techniques from symbolic summation (Section 3.4). The derived closed forms express valid relations between z and the loop iteration variables, and thus the z-relations are loop invariant properties. (iii) Further, by replacing loop iteration variables by bounds on their greatest values in the computed z-relation, bounds on the value of z are obtained. These bounds give us tight symbolic upper bounds on the number of iterations of the program. Our method can be generalized for the timing analysis of loops whose iteration bounds involve harmonic expressions over the loop variables (Section 3.5).
Implementation. ABC was implemented in the the Scala programming language [18] , contains altogether 5437 lines of Scala code, and is available at:
http://mtc.epfl.ch/software-tools/ABC/ Inputs to ABC are loops written in the Scala syntax. ABC first rewrites the input loop into an equivalent ABC-loop by using its loop converter, and then computes bounds on loop iteration counts using its bound computer. The bound computer relies on the symbolic solver in order to derive closed forms of symbolic sums and simplify mathematical expressions. The overall workflow of ABC is given in Figure 1 .
Note that ABC does not rely on an external computer algebra package for symbolic summation.
Experiments. We successfully applied ABC on examples from [10, 9] , as well as on 90 nested loops extracted from the JAMA package [13] -see Section 4 and the mentioned URL 5 . Altogether, we ran ABC on 558 lines of JAMA. ABC computed precise upper bounds on iteration counts for all loops, and inferred the z-relation for 87 loops, all in less than one second on a machine with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2GB of RAM. The 3 loops for which ABC was not able to derive the z-relation were actually sequences of loops.
We believe that similar experimental results as the ones resulting from JAMA could be obtained by running ABC on the Jampack library [20] , or on various numerical packages of computer algebra packages such as Mathematica [22] , Matlab [4] , or Mathcad [2] .
Related work. We only discuss some of the many methods that are related to ABC.
Paper [15] infers polynomial loop invariants among program variables by using polynomial invariant templates of bounded degree. Unlike [15] , where no restrictions on the considered loops were made, we require no user guidance in providing invariant templates but automatically derive invariants (z-relations) for a restricted class of loops. Our method has thus advantage in automation, but it is restricted to ABC-loops. The approach presented in [11] infers invariants and bound assertions for loops with nested conditionals and assignments, where the assignments statements describe non-trivial recurrence relations over program variables (i.e. variable initializations are not allowed). To this end, loops are first represented by a collection of loop-free program paths, where each path corresponds to one conditional branch. Further, recurrence solving over variables is applied on each program path separately. Bounds on iteration counters can be finally inferred if the iteration counters are changed by each path in the same manner. Due to these restrictions, nested loops cannot be handled in [11] . Contrarily to [11] , we infer bound assertions as z-relations for nested loops, but, unlike [11] , our invariant assertions are only over loop iteration variables and not arbitrary program variables.
Paper [10] derives iteration bounds of nested loops by pattern matching simple recurrence equations. Contrarily to [10] , we solve more general recurrence equations using the Gosper algorithm [6] and identities over harmonic numbers [7] .
Solving recurrence relations is also the key ingredient in [1] for computing bounds. Unlike our method, evaluation trees for the unfoldings of the recurrence relations are first built in [1] , and closed forms of recurrences are then derived from the maximum size of the trees. Contrarily to [1] , we can handle more general recurrences by means of symbolic computation, but [1] has the advantage of solving non-deterministic recurrences that may result from the presence of guards in the loop body.
Symbolic upper bounds on iteration counts of multi-path loops are automatically derived in [8] . The approach deploys control-flow refinement methods to eliminate infeasible loop paths and rewrites multi-path loops into a collection of simpler loops for which bound assertions are inferred using abstract interpretation techniques [3] . The programs handled by [8] are more general than the ABC-loops. Unlike [8] , we do not rely on abstract interpretation, and are able to infer harmonic expressions as upper bounds on loop iterations counts. Abstract interpretation is also used in [12, 16] for automatically inferring upper and lower bounds on the number of execution steps of logic programs.
Paper [14] describes an automated approach for inferring linear upper bounds for functional programs, by solving constraints that are generated using linear programming. In our work we derive polynomial, and not just linear, upper bounds.
Examples illustrating the power of ABC to (i) compute z-relations as loop invariants, and (ii) infer tight upper bounds on the number of iterations of loops.
There has been a great deal of research on estimating the worst case execution time (WCET) of real-time systems, see e.g. [5, 9, 19] . Papers [5, 9] automatically infer loop bounds only for simple loops; bounds for the iteration numbers of multi-path loops must be provided as user annotations. The aiT tool [5] determines the number of loop iterations by relying on a combination of interval-based abstract interpretation with pattern matching on typical loop patterns. The SWEET tool [9] determines upper bounds on loop iterations by unrolling loops dynamically and analyzing each loop iteration separately using abstract interpretation. In contrast, our method is fully automatic and path-insensitive, but it is restricted to ABC-loops. The TuBound tool [19] implements a constraint logic based approach for loop analysis to compute tight bounds for nestedloops. The constraints being solved in [19] are directly obtained from the loop conditions and express bounds on the loop iteration variables. Unlike [19] , we infer loop bounds by computing closed forms of iteration variables.
Motivating Examples
We first give some examples illustrating what kind of iteration bounds ABC can automatically generate.
Consider Figure 2 (a) taken from the JAMA library [13] . ABC first instruments the innermost loop of Figure 2 (a) with a new variable z, initialized to 1, for counting the number of iterations of Figure 2 (a). The thus obtained loop is presented in Figure 3(a) . Further, by applying ABC on Figure 3 (a), we derive the z-relation 6 :
as an invariant property of the loop. By replacing i and j with bounds on their greatest values (i.e. n) in the z-relation, the number of iterations of Figure 2 (a) is bounded by:
Consider next Figure 2 (b) with a non-unit increment, and its "instrumented" version in Figure 3(b) . We obtain the z-relation: Figure 2 instrumented by ABC.
yielding:
as a tight upper bound on loop iteration counts 7 , where m 2 denotes the largest integer not greater than m 2 .
In the sequel, we illustrate the main steps of ABC on Figure 2 (b).
ABC: System Description
We have identified a special class of loops, called the ABC-loops (Section 3.1), and designed a loop converter for translating programs into their equivalent ABC-loop shape (Section 3.2). Algorithmic methods from symbolic summation, implemented in our symbolic solver (Section 3.4), are further deployed in ABC to automatically derive upper bounds on loop iterations of ABC-loops (Section 3.3).
ABC-Loops
We denote by Z the set of integer numbers, and by Z[x] the ring of polynomial functions in indeterminate x over Z.
We consider programs of the following form:
(1) 7 In our work we did not consider analyzing the relations between the smallest and greatest symbolic values of the loop iteration variables. It may however be the case that these symbolic values are such that the loops are never executed (e.g. n < 0).
Algorithm 1 Loop Converter
Input: For-loop F and conversion list = {} Output: ABC-loop F and conversion list 1: ovar, oincr := outer iteration variable(F ), outer iteration increment(F ) 2: olbound, oubound := outer iteration lowerbound(F ), outer iteration upperbound(F )
In what follows, loops satisfying (1) will be called ABC-loops.
The Loop Converter
Converting loops into ABC-loops is done as presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm (i) converts loops into equivalent ones such that the smallest values of the loop iteration variables are 1, and (ii) converts loops with arbitrary increments over the iteration variables into equivalent loops with increments of 1. The for-loop(v,e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 ,body) notation used in Algorithm 1 is a short-hand notation for the loop:
for (v = e 1 ; v ≤ e 2 ; v = v + e 3 ) do body end do.
In more detail, Algorithm 1 takes as input a nested for-loop F and an empty list conversion list, and returns, whenever possible, an ABC-loop F that is equivalent to F . The conversion list is used to store the list of changes made by Algorithm 1 on the iteration variables of F .
Lines 4-9 of Algorithm 1 are required to convert F into an equivalent loop whose outermost loop has the following properties: it iterates over a new variable nvar instead of the iteration variable ovar of the outermost loop of F , where nvar and ovar are polynomially related; the smallest value of nvar is 1 (instead of the smallest value olbound of ovar); nvar is increment by 1 (instead of the oincr increment value of ovar); the greatest value of nvar is given by the largest integer not greater than the rational expression oubound−olbound oincr + 1, where oubound is the greatest value of ovar. The appropriately modified 8 loop body F 0 of F is processed in the similar manner, yielding finally the ABC-loop F that is equivalent to F . Based on Algorithm 1 and keeping the notations of (1), we conclude that the general shape of loops that can be converted into ABC-loops is:
where l, inc 1 , . . . , inc d are integer-valued symbolic constants, and g k ∈ Z[i 1 , . . . , i k ].
The Bound Computer
We assume that each program statement is annotated with the time units it needs to be executed. For simplicity, we assume that an iteration of an unnested ABC-loop takes one time unit, and all other instructions of the unnested loop need zero time (e.g. assignment statements take zero time to be executed). That is we compute a bound on the total number of loop iterations of an ABC-loop (1).
In our approach to bound computation, we instrument the innermost loop body of (1) with a new variable that increases at every iteration of the program, and is initialized to 1 before entering the ABC-loop. We denote this variable by z. From (1), we thus obtain:
Example 2. The instrumented loop of Figure 4 (a) is given in Figure 4 (b).
Upper bounds on the value of z give upper bounds on the number of iterations of (3). We are hence left with computing the value of z as a function, called the z-relation, over i 1 , . . . , i d . To this end, the value of z at an arbitrary iteration of the outermost loop of (3) is first computed.
Computing the value of z after an arbitrary iteration of the outermost loop of (3). Let us consider a more general loop than (3): 
. . , and 1 ≤ s l ≤ f l−1 (i 1 , . . . , i l−1 ). In the sequel we consider s 1 , . . . , s l arbitrary but fixed. We write x (l, s1,...,s l ) to mean the value of a variable x ∈ {i 1 , . . . , i d , z} in (4) such that the kth loop of (4) is at its s k th iteration (k = 1, . . . , l),
We are thus interested in deriving z (1, s1 ) for s 1 ∈ {1, . . . , c}. We proceed as follows. For each loop of (4), starting from the innermost one, we (i) model the assignment over z as a recurrence equation, (ii) deploy symbolic summation algorithms to compute the closed form of z, and (iii) replace the loop by a single assignment over z expressing the relation between the values of z before the first and after the last execution of the loop. Steps (i)-(iii) are recursively applied until all loops of (4) are eliminated.
In more detail, z (1, s1 ) is derived as follows. We start with the innermost loop of (4). The assignment over z is modeled by the recurrence equation:
Algorithm 2 Bound Computer
Input: ABC-loop F , initial value z0 of z Output: z-relation zrel 1: inner:= loop body(F ) 2: incr:= z reduce loop(inner) 3: ovar, oubound := outer iteration variable(F ),outer iteration upperbound(F ) 4: nvar:= fresh variable() 5: zi:=z0 + solve sum(nvar,
zrel:=z = zi 10: end if yielding:
where ini z = z (d, s1,...,0 ) denotes the value of z before entering the innermost loop of (4). The value of i
is computed from the recurrence equation:
Namely, we have i
, where ini d = 1 denotes the initial value of i d (i.e. before the first iteration of the innermost loop of (4)). Hence,
Note that (6) holds for each iteration variable, that is:
for every l ∈ {1, . . . , d}. For this reason, in what follows we write i l instead of i (l, s1,...,s l ) l and use the relation i l = s l + 1 to speak about the value of i l at iteration s l of the lth loop. We thus obtain:
.
k=1 g(k) always exists [6] and can be computed as a polynomial function over i d (see Section 3.4).
Finally, we consider the last iteration
of the innermost loop of (4), and write
. We make use of incr d ∈ Z[i 1 , . . . , i d−1 ] to "eliminate" the innermost loop of (4) and obtain:
Inner loops of (7) can be further eliminated by applying recursively the steps described above, since closed forms of polynomial expressions over i 1 , . . . , i d yield polynomial expressions over i 1 , . . . , i d whenever the summation variables are bounded by polynomial expressions. As a result, the total number of increments over z in the s 1 th iteration of the outermost loop of (4) is derived. Let us denote this number by incr 1 . Then:
, where z 0 = 1 is the value of z before (4).
Example 3. Consider Figure 4 (b). We aim at deriving z (1, s1 ) , where 1 ≤ s 1 ≤ n + 1 is arbitrary but fixed such that i 1 = s 1 + 1.
From the innermost loop of Figure 4 (b), we have z (2, s1,s2+1 ) = z (2, s1,s2 ) + 1 for an arbitrary but fixed s 2 , where 1 ≤ s 2 ≤ m 2 + 1 and j 1 = s 2 + 1. Hence,
where ini 2 is the initial value of z before entering the innermost loop. Further, after s 2 = j 1 − 1 = m 2 + 1 iterations of the innermost loop, the total number of increments over z is:
The innermost loop of Figure 4 (b) is next eliminated, yielding:
Symbolic Solver
Simplifying arithmetical expressions and computing closed forms of symbolic sums is performed by the symbolic solver engine of ABC. Our symbolic solver supports the closed form computation of the following sums:
where e 1 , e 2 are integer-valued symbolic constants, n i , d i are natural numbers, and c i are rational numbers. Closed forms of such sums always exists [6] . For computing the closed forms of these sums we rely on a simplified version of the Gosper algorithm [6] . We have also instrumented our symbolic solver to handle symbolic sums whose closed forms involve harmonic numbers [7] , as discussed in Section 3.5.
Beyond ABC-Loops
Our approach to bound computation implemented in ABC is complete for ABC-loops and for loops satisfying (2) . That is, it always returns the z-relation and loop iteration bound of an ABC-loop.
It is worth to be mentioned that some loops violating (2) can still be successfully analyzed by ABC.
Consider Figure 5 (a) violating (2), as updates over j depend on i. However, using Algorithm 1 we derive the loop given in Figure 5 . This sum cannot be further simplified [7] . However, we can compute an upper-bound on its closed form using the relation:
Note that
1 i1 is the harmonic number H(i 1 − 1) arising from the truncation of the harmonic series [7] . We make use of H(i 1 − 1) and derive an upper bound on the loop iteration count of Figure 5 Tables 1 and 2 summarize some of our results obtained on a machine with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 2GB of RAM.
The first four programs of Table 1 are examples taken from [21] , whereas the last four programs of Table 1 are loops taken from the JAMA package [13] . The examples of Table 2 are our own benchmark examples, and illustrate the power of ABC in handling nested loops whose inner loop counters polynomially depend on its outer loop counters. The difference between the first four programs of Table 2 is given by the mixed incremental/decremental updates and smallest/greatest values of the loop counters. Note that the last three programs of Table 2 yield polynomial loop bounds as sums of multivariate monomials.
The first column of Table 1 (respectively of Table 2 ) presents the loop being fed into ABC, the second column shows the z-relation derived by ABC, whereas the third one presents the number of loop iterations computed by ABC. The forth column gives the time (in seconds) needed by ABC to infer bounds on loop iteration counts 9 . Note that iteration bounds are integer-valued polynomial expressions (e.g. n 2 + n is divisible by 2).
Conclusions
We describe the software tool ABC for automatically deriving tight symbolic upper bounds on loop iteration counts of a special class of loops, called the ABC-loops. The system was successfully tried on a large number of examples. The derived symbolic bounds express non-trivial (polynomial and harmonic) relations over loop variables.
Future work includes extending ABC to handle more complex sums, such as e.g. fractions of polynomials [17] , including more sophisticated control-flow refinement techniques, such as [8] , into ABC, and improving the loop converter of ABC for handling more complex loops.
